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Kaye College and NRCN, Beer-Sheva, ISRAEL, barnoy@bgumail.bgu.ac.il

The Web has long became an important source of information for researchers and educators.
In the present paper we will shed some light on its main resources: Newsgroups, Mailing lists,
Catalogs, Research- and Education-oriented Web-sites, and (Java) simulations.

1. Newsgroups.
Newsgroups are one way that a group of people, interested in a certain subject can discuss it
electronically. More information about Newsgroups, including the difference between them
and mailing lists, can be found in reference 1. The Hebrew reader can find this information in
the catalog of Physics Teachers, [2]. These two references also give easy ways to find
Newsgroups and mailing lists for different subjects. The most recommended way is to use the
commercial site of Tile [3]. Some relevant Newsgroups are listed in Table 1, and an example
of the statistics of one such group is shown in Table 2. Some Newsgroups have a file of FAQ
(Frequently Asked Questions) which summarizes the questions and answers in the Newsgroup.
An example of FAQ's [from 4] is shown in Table 3.
Table 1: Some Physics Education Newsgroups
sci.edu - The science of education,
sci.physics - Physical laws, properties, etc.
sci.physics.fiision - Info on fusion,
sci.physics.plasma - Plasma Science &

Technology community exchange.

Table 2. Statistics of sci.edu
Actual readers of this group: 24000
Average number of messages per day: 7
Kilobytes per day: 10k
% of sites who receive this group: 75%
Crossposting: 40%

Table 3: Some nuclear physics FAQ's
Below Absolute Zero - What Does Negative Temperature Mean?
How to Change Nuclear Decay Rates
Have physical constants changed with time?
Does Antimatter Fall Up or Down?
The Solar Neutrino Problem
What is the Mass of a Photon?
Can the Human Eye Detect a Single Photon?

2. Mailing lists.
Ways of finding relevant Mailing lists can be found in references 1-3. A list of nuclear physics
related mailing lists is given in Table 4.
Table 4: Mailing lists related to nuclear physics
FUSION
MODELING
NTWFORUM
PHYSHARE
PHYS-L
PHYSICS
PHYSLRNR
WEBPHYSICS
WKSPHYS

- Fusion - Redistribution of sci.physics.fusion
- Physics Modeling Workshop
- New Technologies in Physics Education
- Sharing resources for high school physics
- Forum for Physics Teachers
- Physics Discussion
- PHYSICS LEARNING RESEARCH LIST
- Physics WWW List
- WORKSHOP PHYSICS LIST
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The most recommended list for physics teachers is PHYSHARE. One can subscribe to any list
(and get all the mail in his private e-mail-box), or just read the archives of the list. To get ail
the mail of PHYSHARE in a certain month XX of the year 1999, send the command: "get
PHYSHARE log99XX" to the address: listserv@lists.psu.edu. The nuclear physics subjects of
PHYSHARE discussed in 1999 are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Nuclear Physics in PHYSHARE
05 Jan: Members' Webpages Directory.
20 Jan: Brainstorm Request - game to

teach stellar nuclear fusion.
22 Jan: Good questions, tough answers

(nuclear forces, binding energy).
23 Jan: E=mc2.
25 Jan: physics computer games.
09 Feb: new element???
16 Feb: American J. of Physics On-line.
02 Mar: Textbook check-list (nuclear).
24 Mar: BEC explanation.

-1999
05 Apr: Uncertainty principle.
19 Apr: Momentum (nucl. accelerators).
20 Apr: taking apart smoke detectors.
11 May: Missing radioactive equipment.
18 May: Energy?
01 Jun: Famous Physicist websites.
14 Jun: Heavy water.
12 Jul: Neutron/Proton pair.
14 Jul: Determining age by C14.
15 Jul: Nucl Phys Educational Web-Sites.

In order to get a feel of how quickly a question is answered, lets follow-up the mail
concerning the question of Determining age by C14. Within a day and a half of posting, 13
letters were sent from people in 4 countries. These letters came from people in high-schools,
colleges, universities and commercial companies. The local time of the participants was 7 am
to after midnight. The answer that emerged from the discussion is summarized in Table 6.
Table 6: Determining age by C14
Question
The answer

range and
accuracy
assumptions
(challenging
the method)

How exactly do we determine the age (of fossils) by C14?
C14 has a half life of 5730 years. C12 is stable.
In the atmosphere, while decaying, C14 is also constantly created (via
interaction of cosmic ray secondary neutrons with N14), so that the ratio
C14/C12 is constant.
While alive, plants incorporate atmospheric CO2 during photosynthesis, and
living creatures absorb it by breathing and eating carbon containing plants, so
the ratio C14/C12 is also constant in live cells.
Once dead, the absorption of C14 stops, and the C14 decay accounts for the
decrease in the C14/C12 ratio.
up to 10^12 half lives, i.e.: 60,000^-70,000 years.
Accuracy is greatest up to 10,000 years.
The following things are constant for the last 100,000 years:
- the amount of N14 in the atmosphere,
- the amount of cosmic rays,
- the amount of C12 (so the ratio C14/C12 is constant)

3. Catalogs.
Catalogs are Websites that specializes in a certain subjects, usually just giving links to other
sites. An example is the catalog of the AAPT (American Association of Physics Teachers) [5].
The Hebrew reader will find special interest in the catalogs of the Weizmann institute [2],
Hebrew U. [6] and CET [7], which give some information in Hebrew about the linked sites.



4. Research-oriented web-sites.
Some research-oriented web-sites are listed in Table 7.
Table 7: Some Research-oriented nuclear physics web-sites.
Int'l Nuclear Safety Program (DoE) [8]
The Isotope Project (LBNL) [9]
The Lund/LBNL Nuclear Data Search f 10]
Nucl Sci References Retrieval System [11]
Software Resources in Nucl Phys [12]
The WWW Virtual library: Nucl Phys |"13]
XCOM: Photon Cross Sections [14]

Info about Soviet-designed power plants.
Nuclear structure and radioactive decay data.
Access to the table of isotopes Handbook.
Low & intermediate energy phys publications
Data acquisition and analysis in nucl phys.
Links to major nucl phys research facilities
Scattering, photoelectric abs, pair production...

5. Education- oriented web-sites.
Such websites are maintained by universities, companies, organizations etc. see Table 8
Table 8: Some Education-oriented nuclear physics web-sites.
[15] Physical Science

Resource Center
[16] Atomic Alchemy

[3 7] ABC's Nuclear
Science

[18] Table of the Nuclides

[19] Contemporary
Physics Education
Project (CPEP)

[20] General Atomics
Fusion Group
Educational
Home Page

[21] UBC Physics lecture
demonstrations

A project of the AAPT. Includes a resource center, curriculum,
demos & activities, evaluation instruments, etc.
A team of high-school students created an interactive and
educational site for the ThinkQuest contest. Explains concepts
like the atom, nuclear fission, and fusion. Utilizes quizzes, Java
applets and animations.
Provided by the Nuclear Science Education Committee of the
LBNL. Covers topics like antimatter, nuclear structure, fusion,
fission and radioactivity. Many simple experiments appropriate
for high school are also available.
An on-line Table of the Nuclides including cross-section
information.
An organization o teachers, educators and physicist, producing
and distributing wall charts, web features and classroom
activities. The on-line features include "The Particle Adventure'
and 'Fusion... Physics of Fundamental Energy Sources'.
An example of an educational site created by an R&D company,
includes 'An explanation of just what high temperature fusion is',
teacher resources and (a great) fusion slide show (67 slides).

A collection of thousands of lecture demonstrations. The nuclear
physics subjects include: accelerators, electron diffraction, fission
& fusion, photons, radioactivity and much more.

6. Physlets fPhysics Java Applets').
Many sites hold Physlets, which are simulations that can be used on-line, without the need to
download or buy the software. A very comprehensive site is the one at Mississippi State
University [22], A list of Physlets is given in Table 9.
Table 9: A list of physlets from MSSTATE Java mirror.
Photoelectric effect
Absorption and emission of radiation by an atom.
Atomic emission.
Natural radioactive series.
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Some Home pages are shown in the next picture1

REFERENCES (Addresses)
Institute/project

1. Indiana University
2. Physics teachers' Catalog
3. Tile Company
4. FAQ of a Newsgroup
5. AAPT
6. Snunit - Hebrew U.
7. Cent, of Edu. Technology
8. Int'l Nuclear Safety Program
9. The Isotope Project (LBNL)
10. The Lund/LBNL Nuclear Data
11. Nucl Sci References Retrieval
12. Software Resources- Nucl Phys
13. Virtual library: Nucl Phys
14. XCOM: Photon Cross Sections
15. Physical Science Resource Cen
16. Atomic Alchemy
17. ABC's Nuclear Science
18. Table of the Nuclides
19. Contemporary Physics

Education Project (CPEP)
20. General Atomic Fusion Group
21. UBC Physics lecture demos
22. MSSTATE Java mirror

Address of Web Site
http://sckb.ucssc.indiana.edu:80/kb/menu/major.html
http://stwi.weizmann.ac.il/G-Phys/Bernd/welcome.htm
http://www.tile.net
http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/physics/faq.html
http://www.aapt.org
http:// navat.snunit.kl2i!
http:// cet.ac.il
http://insp.pnl.gov
http://isotopes.lbl.gov/isotopes
http: //nucleardata. nuclear. lu. se/nucleardata/toi
http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nndc/nsr/nsrintro.htm]
http://www.scri.fsu.edu/~drago/srin.html
http://www.raft.riken.go.jp/rart/np/nplab.html
http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/Xcom
http://www.psrc-online.org/index.html
http://library.advanced.Org/l 7940
http://user88.lbl.gov/NSD docs/abc/home2.html
http://www.dne.bnl.gov/CoN/index.html
http://pdg.Ibl.gov/cpep.hlml

http://FusionEd.gat.com/
http://www.mip.berkeley.edu/physics
http://webphysics.ph.msstate.edii/javaniirror
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